The quantum gravity has great di culty with introduction the probability notion. In given article this problem is analyzed according algorithmic point of view. According Kolmogorov the probability notion can connecte with algorithmic complexity of given object (for example, Universe). The given paper is devoted to such an conception of quantum gravity according to which an appearance of something corresponds to its Kolmogorov algorithmic complexity. By this viewpoint the following questions are considered: the de nition of the Feynman path integral, the quantum birth of the Euclidean Universe with the following change of the metric signature, the quantum transition with the supplementary coordinates splitting o and the algorithmic complexity of the Schwarzschield black hole is estimated.
Introduction
The fundamental di culties connected with probability interpretation of wave-function of the Wheeler -deWitt equation is well known in quantum gravity (QG) (and especially in cosmology). In this connection we shall attempt to analyze the probability notion itself, in order to nd out what features of this mathematical notion lead us to the di culties of its introduction in QG.
In 60-th years A.N. Kolmogorov had investigated the probability notion on algorithmic point of view. The classical probability de nition is connected with calculation a ratio of the number of ways in which the trial can succeed to the total number of ways in which the trial can result. Kolmogorov had investigated the notion of probability from the algorithmic point of view. He wrote in 1]: "1) the basic notions of the information theory must and may be dened without application the probability theory, so that the "entropy" and "number of information" notions are applicable to the individual objects;
2) the notions of the information theory introduced by this manner can to form the basis of a new conception of the chance, corresponding to natural idea that the chance is lack of law."
For our quantum gravitational purpose it is very important this Kolmogorov idea that the probability notion can be adapted to separate object (Universe). From Kolmogorov point of view "chance"="complexity", and therefore the probability in QG is connected with the complexity of a given gravitational eld depending from topology, metrics, connection and so on. Now we shall give the exact de nition of the algorithmic complexity (AC) as Kolmogorov did 1]:
The algorithmic complexity K(x j y) of the object x for the de ned object y is the minimal length of the "program" P which is written as a sequence of the zeros and unities which allows to construct x when it is had y:
K(x j y) = min A(P;y)=x l(P) (1) where l(P) is the length of the program P; A(P; y) is the algorithm calculated object x, using the program P, when the object y is given. According to this de nition it can assume that the any quantum gravitational object is appeared (in QG) with the probability depending from it AC by the following manner:
P g] P 0 expf?K g]g (2) where P 0 is the normalized constant; K g] is AC of given object (metric) g. For example, it can assume that the Universe birth probability from "Nothing" by Eq.(2) is de ned, where K g] is AC of Universe. Furthermore we shall assume that the quantum gravitational object can spontaneous (by quantum manner) change own AC. In this case the situation is analogous to the spontaneous electron transition between two energy level in atom:
Electron which was on the exited-state level E 1 (quantum gravitational object with AC K 1 ) falls in the result of the spontaneous quantum transition on the ground-state level E 2 (appear the quantum gravitational object with less AC K 2 < K 1 ). It is highly probable that this processes of the quantum birth of the gravitational object and the quantum transition with AC change is happen in Plank distance region. The splitting out of the supplementary dimension, the change of the metric signature, topology and so on can be such quantum transition with the AC change. Thus the basic physical idea which is given here consists for the next:
In the Plank region may be happen both the spontaneous quantum birth of the quantum gravitational object which have a xed AC and the spontaneous quantum change of it properties with corresponding change of it AC. Certainly it is necessary to join all physical magnitude for given quantum gravitational object by AC changes of this objects. Let's consider some questions of QG and attempt to connect AC notion with the corresponding quantum probability.
2 Algorithmic complexity and the path integral
We can obtain well de ned positive functional on the metric space that can be very important for QG. On this basis we de ne the path integral in QG by following manner 2]: The action functional in the path integral we replace with AC for a given metric, which is, as noted above, the positive de ned functional of the metric:
where g is metric; K g] is AC of a given metric g; Z g] is a generating functional for QG. It is su ciently obvious that the most complex gravitational elds are the metrics are not obeyed any eld equations. According to Kolmogorov they are random elds (in consequence of absence of the algorithm connecting the metric value in the neighboring points). The metrics which are the solutions of any gravity equations (Einstein's, R 2 -theory, Euclidean, multidimensional and so on) have much less AC in compare with random as they are calculated from initial and/or boundary conditions. At last the gravitational instantons are the simplest gravity objects (the symmetrical spaces with the corresponding metrics possessing the some symmetry group). It is necessary to mark that the instantons can be not de ned by eld equations but simply by the set of its topology charges. That more simpli es its algorithmic de nitions.
Thus for a rst approximation the path integral in QG is de ned by sum on all gravity instantons. In the next approximation the contributions from the metrics which are the solutions of the Einstein's equations, R 2 -theories, multidimensional theories and etc. are appeared. The contributions from complex metrics (in above-mentioned Kolmogorov meaning) are appeared with take into account the quantum eld e ect of gravity eld. In QG based on the integral (3) the gravity objects formed from a few regions with their gravity equations can also to appeared.
In the sum (3) automatically took into account also e ects connected with topology change (spacetime foam) because it is quite evidently that the topological di erent spaces have di erent AC.
According to these ideas we could be suppose that the change of the Universe AC is possible in during the process of its evolution. By Universe appearance (it can be multidimensional and/or Euclidean) it is born from "Nothing" with certain AC and then in own evolution process it can happen the processes with change of its AC: the supplementary coordinates splitting o , the metric signature change with possible simultaneous suppress in the Lagrangian of term like R topological space its geometrical structures (metrics, connection), Einstein's equations and so on must be described. Such algorithm should be realized with some universal machine (for example, with Turing's machine). As it was mentioned above the length of such minimal algorithm is called AC of given object and is de ned by (1) .
The Euclidean instantons have simplest construction among all smooth manifolds with metrics and connection. If we x the algorithm describing di erential manifold and geometrical structure within it, then it is remains us only to de ne the algorithm determining concrete space. In any geometrical gravity theory such algorithm will be eld gravitational equations. In this case it is possible build the next hierarchy in accordance with increasing complexity: Euclidean instantons, the spacetimes submitting to any gravity equations (for example Einstein's equations) and other spaces. We remaine that the gravity equations are some algorithm computing the metric and connection from the initial and(or) boundary conditions.
Thus according (2) we conclude that some Euclidean instanton from the gravity vacuum with the greatest probability in consequence of quantum uctuations is appeared. We suppose that it is born from the vacuum in the cut form. For example, de'Sitters instanton S 4 (4D sphere) can be appeared without neighborhood of the arbitrary point. This cut instanton has a boundary. Let's suppose that the spontaneous change of the metrics signature takes place on the boundary and the pseudo-Riemannian spacetime is appeared which begins its evolution from its boundary according to one or another gravity equations. Now let's de ne AC of the instanton. The instanton is described by the self-duality equations which are di erential equations of the rst order, while the eld gravity equations describing spacetime in su ciently general form are the di erential equations of the second order. Consequently the instantons are simpler objects than spacetime in its general form. Let's notice that the instanton can be described in still simpler manner. Indeed the instanton is completely de ned by its topological number -Pontragin's index. Therefore the AC of instanton is equal to the length of the algorithm describing the integer n = Pontragin's index. Thus:
K instanton] = (the record length of integer n) + K 0 (4) where K 0 is the length of the algorithm describing all other notions: the topological space, the geometrical structure on it and so on.
The algorithm length describing integer n can be estimated in the following way: The integer n is written like n "stick-unity" in the elementary form. Then the considered algorithm consists of elementary steps each of them calculates own "stick-unity" from n. It is obviously that the length of this algorithm is approximately equal to the examined integer n.
Let's consider the quantity: exp(?instanton action) (5) connected with the probability of some tunnel transition. It is well known that the instanton action is proportional to the integer n. Thus two integers (AC and the instanton action) coincide up to a constant. This is supplementary argument for support of the (2) expression.
If our algorithm could be broken into several steps describing metrics g step by step, then the complete probability is equal to the product of the applicable probability for the each separate step. For example, the whole algorithm describing the Universe includes consistently the algorithms describing the topological space (on the basis of Euclidean and pseudo-Riemannian spacetimes), the di erentiable structure, the geometrical structure (metrics and connections), the eld gravity equations and so on. For our purposes we may extract by the separate factor the exponent from the AC of the algorithm computating the metrics and connection according to the eld equations. The remained factor is one for all Universes and it can be inserted into the normalization constant.
Let's propose that the change of the metrics signature happens with the following probability:
where K Eucl] and K Mink] are accordingly AC of the gravity equations in the Euclidean and pseudo-Riemannian spaces.
is usually employed to the statistical systems consisted from great number the particles. But in given case this notion is used with the individual object as it was proposed by Kolmogorov. We divide a spacetime on N 4 cells for the calculation the AC of the Schwarzschield black hole. To talk about length < l Pl (Plank length) is evidently senselessly. Consequently the cell size is equal to l Pl . It is obvious that the metrical tensor on such lattice it is necessary to de ne on the all N 4 points.
On the other hand according to the de nition (1) AC is de ned as the smallest algorithm describing a given gravity eld (GF ). The metrical tensor is the solution of the gravity equations (Einstein's equations, R 2 -theory or the gauge gravity equations). Therefore the algorithm describing given metrics is the corresponding gravity equations restoring the GF at the all spacetime from the initial and(or) boundary conditions. In this case the algorithm length describing GF is essentially reduced. where r g is radius at the event horizon. It means that the GF on the whole Schwarzschield spacetime is de ned by its value on the sphere S 2 g with R = t = 0 (this sphere radius is equal to r g ). Now we return to our lattice. In this case the algorithmic complexity K can be estimated by the following manner: Pl maked up for the some universal machine. 5 The Universe algorithmic complexity and the quantum transitions with the supplementary coordinates splitting o .
In this section the quantum transitions model is o ered with the splitting o of the supplementary dimensions (SD) in gravity in which the probability of given transition is de ned by the expression like to (6) Thus we suppose that the region can exist in the spacetime in which turn on (o ) SD. In algorithmic point of view this means that we must describe whole spacetime by not one algorithm (one eld equations system) but more than one: in each region by own one (own system of the eld equation). Naturally, all eld variables must be sewed on the boundary of this regions. We consider the model example in which the 4D Universe came into being in the result of quantum spontaneous transition from the empty multidimensional Kazner's Universe after splitting o SD 7].
5.1 7-dimensional cosmological solution. 
where a 0;1 and b 0;1 are the constants which should be de ned later by discussion of question of splitting SD; t < 0. Let's estimate the probability P of given transition from multidimensional Universe to the 4D Universe like to Eq. (6) 
